Year Group
2
Miss Thomas, Miss Carlise & Miss
Thomas

Term
Summer 2

Theme

Art and Design – An artist study on Vincent Van Gogh

PSHE
9 habit: Honest
Assemblies: Little People
big dreams – inspirational
artists
PSHE: Changing me.
Learning about how the
body has changed since
birth. How other animals
change as they grow up
and how bodies differ
from each others.

Writing
The Tear Thief
By Carol Ann Duffy

Fantasy
Biography: Vincent Van
Gogh

Number of Weeks
7 weeks

Trips and Enhancements
-Work produced in the Art and
Design lessons will be displayed in
the Broadoak Art Exhibition.
-Broadoak Awards 2021.
-Health week

Spelling

Maths

PE

Science

-The suffixes ‘-ful’ and
‘-less’
-Homophones or near
homophones.
-Words ending in ‘tion.’
-Contractions.
-The possessive
apostrophe (singular)
-Challenge Words

Exploring calculation
strategies

Indoor
Gymnastics: Linking

Multiplication and
division: 3 and 4

Outdoor
Competition Games

Continuing with the topic
on ‘Plants’
Children will learn about
plants that we eat, how
plants change through
the seasons and what
seeds and bulbs need to
grow.
Children will use their I
pads to create and film a
flip book.

Health Week 2021
Children will learn about
physical and mental
wellbeing, will learn to
cook a healthy meal and
partake in class bubble
sports day.

Music

Computing

Charanga
Reflect, Rewind and
Replay

Digital Photography Use
the I pads and the Pixlr
app. Children learn how
to take landscape and
portrait phots considering
natural lighting and a
flash. They use the Pixlr
app to edit the effect of
an image.

Art and Design
Vincent Van Gogh Create a piece of art in response to Van Gogh’s landscapes,
cityscapes and mood. Create a pencil drawing using different pencil grades and
light and dark tones. Create a paint a vase based on that in Van Gogh’s Sunflowers.

The history of music, look
back and consolidate your
learning, learn some of
the language of music.

